
Financial management  on your terms.



At Bangor Savings Bank Wealth Management, we take 

a disciplined, no-nonsense approach to planning and 

money management. Our experienced team brings a 

broad perspective and expert knowledge to ensure 

that your best interests are being met. We provide the  

responsive, personal service that has characterized 

our institution for 160 years. No bells. No whistles. 

Just smart, sound financial management. Financial 

management on your terms.



We believe that the best investment strategy is a straight-

forward one, founded on common sense and discipline. 

This starts with a thoughtful understanding of your goals, 

objectives and tolerance for risk—whether you’re an  

individual or institutional investor. From there, our team  

of highly qualified portfolio managers and analysts will 

create an individualized investment plan based on your 

needs. A plan that takes a global approach to investing, 

Planning for your legacy is a highly personal decision. 

That’s why it’s so important to have an individualized 

strategy. Whether you are planning for the future day-to-

day needs of your family or are looking to establish an 

enduring family or charitable trust, we will take the time 

to understand your unique needs, so we can craft the 

optimal solution. Our trust and estate professionals have 

expert knowledge of Maine fiduciary law, and will work 

and is built on a broad range of investments, spanning 

asset classes and industries. A plan that’s guided by 

careful research and analysis—not instinct. We strive for 

consistent, long term, risk-adjusted investment results  

that exceed conventional investment benchmarks. And 

when you have questions, concerns or changes in your 

circumstances, we’ll provide prompt, personal service—

guidance you can trust.  

closely with you and your advisors to ensure a smooth and 

comprehensive pre-planning process. If you choose, our 

estate professionals can ease your estate and probate  

burden by serving as Personal Representatives or Con-

servators. We also understand that your objectives may 

change with time, and can help you adjust your plans  

as needed. Our goal is to make planning for the future 

simple and worry-free. So you can focus on today.
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Markets change. Tax laws change. Personal and family 

circumstances change. That’s why at Bangor Savings, we 

approach financial planning as a dynamic process. One 

that keeps you on track toward your goals while being  

flexible enough to account for unexpected bends in the 

road. Our experienced financial planning professionals 

will guide you toward a comprehensive financial plan that 

takes into consideration the major milestones in your life: 

children, college, asset accumulation, death and legacy. 

We will identify ways for you to manage your assets  

prudently, to minimize taxes, and to maximize your peace 

of mind and financial security. 

 When it comes to retirement, we appreciate the fact 

that each person’s vision is unique. This is especially the 

case here in Maine. Whether your goal is to travel, to start 

a second career, or simply to spend more time enjoying 

your family and your life, we will help you understand your 

options and develop the right plan. One that you can 

understand, and that we can stand behind. 

Managing the risks in life is an indispensable part of man-

aging your wealth and ensuring a stable future for yourself, 

your family and your livelihood. Our qualified insurance 

professionals have access to comprehensive coverage 

from today’s major insurers, to address a range of cover-

age needs: property and casualty; life and disability; long 

term care; business property and liability, and business 

succession, as well as customized solutions. Our goal is 

to help you strike the right balance between risk and 

reward to maximize your personal and financial well-being. 

We provide sound advice and responsive service without 

unnecessary expense or complication so you’ll feel more 

confident right from the start.
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